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What You Need

To complete the weekly assignments and get feedback on our forums, you will need to scribble 

down a few symbols that don’t exist in regular text editors like Microsoft Word or Pages. Therefore, 

have on hand either:



• Option 1: A piece of staff paper and a pencil


• Option 2: A tablet with an app you can handwrite in


• Option 3: Notation software (a good free option is MuseScore)



On the last page of this workbook, you can find our tonebase staff paper template. Print out a 

couple of copies to use throughout the course! Alternatively, you can draw staff paper on a blank 

piece of paper with a ruler. Make sure you draw 5 parallel lines at equal distance and not too far 

from each other.



You can take part in the course without completing the assignments. However, I strongly suggest 

you try them, since learning music notation is all about practicing both your reading and your 

writing, and you can’t practice writing without, well—actually doing any writing.
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"Reading music opens our  minds ,  eyes ,  and ears to the v i r tua l ly  

infinite quant i ty of  music expressed in  the most widely embraced of  

a l l  music wr i t ing systems. "
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MAIN FORUM WEEK 1 THREAD

WEEK 1 LIVESTREAM LINK

RULES THREAD

We are here to learn standard music notation: the typical system that you would use to read and 

write pieces for all instruments and voice, not just guitar music. This tradition is particularly 

associated with classical music; however, it is also generally employed as the most widespread 

notation system for all Western music, including jazz, pop, rock, and many other genres.



Not all music is written in standard notation—many guitarists might for example be more familiar 

with tabs (short for “tablature”). Others might be very experienced reading jazz chord symbols or 

chord diagrams. These are all valid systems with their individual strengths and weaknesses.



That being said, standard notation is by far the most influential music notation system in Western 

music. We therefore expect virtually all professional musicians to have command over this set of 

rules and conventions. Conversely, being well versed in this system opens the door to a near 

infinity of musical material to be read and learned on the guitar—including music originally written 

for other instruments.



This first session will focus on pitch, a fundamental property of sound that can be expressed via 

standard notation. While pitch notation in classical music is relatively universal for all instruments 

and voice, we will learn not just what notes are, but also where to play them on the guitar.



*We will ignore the concept of clefs and transposing instruments for now, which are far beyond 

the scope of this course.

The Week 1 livestream will take place on Febuary 17th at 11 am PST. 

What We Will Learn

https://app.tonebase.co/guitar/forums?forumRedirect=%2Fcategory%2Freading-music-course
https://guitar-community.tonebase.co/t/60hzbvl/
https://app.tonebase.co/guitar/live/player/academy-reading-course-1
https://app.tonebase.co/guitar/forums?forumRedirect=%2Ft%2Fq6hzbvg%2F


This is important, because standard notation rarely tells us anything about where we should play 

a given note—only what pitch is supposed to be heard. It is up to the performer themselves to 

then figure out how to produce the required sound, depending on their instrument and tuning.



In Session 4, we will learn how to calculate every single pitch on every string of the guitar. In this 

Session 1 however, we will begin by focusing on the first few frets of our instrument. The more you 

practice notes, the better they will stay in your memory, and the more fluent you will become at 

reading. Therefore, it makes sense to start with a few and then expand your "pool" of notes.

Let us begin by dispersing any association between the five lines that make up the staff and the 

six strings of the guitar. This is especially difficult to shake off if you come from the world of tabs, 

where each line represents a string on your instrument. In standard notation, however, there is 

absolutely no correlation between the staff line used to write a note and the string it should be 

played on.



The universality of this system (which is, as previously explained, not restricted to writing music 

for the guitar), means there are two discrete steps associated with reading music:



- the first one is understanding what pitch is required based on the notation


- the second one is figuring out where to play said pitch on the guitar.

A single row of music notation is called a staff (plural staves)


A blank piece of music paper ready to be filled with notes is called staff paper


Sheet music for an entire piece of music is called a score
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Terminology

Understanding Pitch Notation



Understanding the Staff

Music is typically notated on staves, which are rows consisting of 5 parallel lines. These staves 

form the "support" on which all notes are placed (like tree branches on which leaves are attached.)



Most notes consist of a round head, literally called a "notehead" (which can be either a simple 

outline or a solid, filled-in circle) and sometimes a stem. Let's forget about the stems for now (we 

focus on those in next week's livestream, "rhythm") and concentrate on the notehead.



The position of the notehead indicates pitch in a very intuitive, visual manner: the higher the 

notehead appears on a staff, the higher the pitch of a note will sound. This means that even if you 

don't read music at all, the outline of a melody can appear quite obvious from the "shape" created 

by line of notes on a piece of staff paper.



Notes are read from left to right and top to bottom, just like you would read English text. Since 

multiple instruments are sometimes required to play at the same time, you will occasionally run 

into groups of staves that are supposed to be read at the same time. These are not difficult to get 

your head around; however, they are beyond the scope of this course.

Most musicians perform the second step from memory, based on their existing knowledge of their 

instruments. It is only possible to achieve that level of knowledge by spending lots of time 

practicing your reading. This course, with its accompanying materials and livestreams, is going to 

help you with both steps of the process detailed above.



To achieve this, we are going to have to learn some basic music theory concepts. In order to keep 

your workload manageable, I have decided to provide the minimum of music theory required to 

understand what is strictly necessary to read and play music on the guitar. However, just like 

guitar performances, there is no limit to how deep you can go in your journey of learning music 

theory. 
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Basic Music Theory

Notes have different names. In English, these names 

correspond to the first seven letters of the alphabet: A, 

B, C, D, E, F, G (in ascending order). They are cyclic, 

meaning that the final G at the end of that note row is 

followed by another A. It's up to you whether you prefer 

to visualize these as a circle or as a never-ending line 

stretching into infinity towards both left and right.
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The length of this cycle is called an octave. This means that in the note row A, B, C, D, E, F, G, A, the 

first and final As are one octave apart. We are going to be learning more about intervals (distances 

between notes) later.



Let's ignore all the lines and other notation for now and just concentrate on the note names in this 

example. From top to bottom, the string names read E (1st string), B (2nd string), G (3rd string), D 

(4th string), A (5th string) and E (6th string).



You'll notice that we had two Es: one on the first string, one on the sixth. That is absolutely fine - 

these notes have the same name, but they are not the same pitch. They simply exist two octaves 

apart, or two full "cycles" of notes, as defined earlier.



Take a look at the bottom E. See how it has all these extra lines to make it lower, while the top E is 

just a single circle? As previously mentioned, the position of the notes within a staff tells us how 

high or low its pitch is. The sixth open string represents the lowest sound the guitar can produce; 

the first string however appears much higher, and so is the pitch of the note it creates.

Before we even get started talking about more 

advanced theoretical concepts, it's generally a 

great idea to pick up our guitars and get a feel 

for how some of the things we are learning 

actually sound! If you have a guitar, let's pick it 

up and play some open strings.



Open strings are the notes that come out 

when you press nothing down with your left 

hand. You can produce them simply by 

plucking a string with your right hand - no other 

help required.



Here are the open strings of the guitar, together 

with the notes they produce.

Playing Some Notes
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Notes on the Staff

Important Note: Open strings of the guitar are numbered from the highest in pitch (1) to the 

lowest (6). On a guitar, the highest string in pitch happens to be the closest to the ground. This 

can be a bit confusing at first, since the highest string can appear to be physically the "lowest".



This might take a while to wrap your head around, but I promise you that once it clicks, it is, in fact, 

very intuitive! If you have trouble remembering this, think of the open strings like floors on a 

building: the first floor is the closest to the ground, while the sixth floor is the closest to the sky.



As an exercise, let's try to play all the open strings of the guitar, slowly and one by one. Go from 

the first string (closest to the ground) to the sixth (closest to the sky), taking a long time between 

each note. Do you notice how the pitch of each note is lower than that of the note before? Try 

doing the opposite too and see how the opposite is true!

We have learned before that the five lines of the standard music staff serve as a support for notes 

to be written onto. How does this support work, though? The five lines are only there for 

orientation. They basically form a very rudimentary grid, one that helps find out the precise pitch 

that we are expected to play at a given time.



Noteheads can be placed either on a line or in between lines. Let's clarify!



- Draw a notehead on the lowest line of the staff, and you have officially created an E. (Congrats!)


- Now draw a circle between the first and second line of the staff. You have now created an F.



See how simple this can be?



Those notes are one step away: you have moved from E to F by going from the lowest line to the 

space between the lowest line and the next.



The same system can be applied for the entire rest of the staff - from the F you just wrote, if you 

keep drawing notes going up step by step, you will draw a G, A, B, C, D, E, F, and so on!



At the very top and bottom of the staff, notes can also sit right above the highest line or right 

below the lowest, as in the example below.



Here is what it looks like if you go from the lowest note of the regular staff up to the highest.

Practice drawing these on your own, on a blank sheet of staff paper. Then, starting with the lowest 

of the notes (D) write all the note names below every corresponding notehead you drew. Try doing 

it blindly and comparing with the example above to check your work!

What happens when you run out of staff lines, but you still want to go higher or lower with your 

notes? Well, you can create your own helpful staff extensions for individual notes. These are called 

ledger lines, and you can add as many of them as you need!



The same rules as always apply: notes can be on a line or between lines. Here are some typical 

notes with ledger lines you will encounter when reading guitar scores.

Note: Ledger Lines
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The time has come for us to turn some of these notes from circles on paper into actual music! In 

this livestream, we will not be spending any time on guitar technique or how to make those notes 

sound well, but on simply hitting the right ones in the order indicated by the score. This time, we 

will use our left hand too! To do this, we must go into some basic guitar terminology. There will be 

a lot more of this in Session 3, however, we do need to explain some basics for this to make sense. 

We've already learned about string names.



The next thing we will have to learn about is fret names. These have simple numbers, going from 1 

to either 19 or 20 on most classical guitars. Fret numbers are usually expressed in Roman 

numerals (I to XX). This keeps them separate from all other numerical markings on a score.



In this table, each staff represents a string on the guitar, and each column represents a fret.



Keep in mind the first column stands for open strings, not the first fret (see the text above to 

make sure you're looking at the correct column).

Playing Notes with the Left Hand
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Using this table, you can ascertain where to play each one of the five notes depicted: C, D, E, F, and 

G. Refer to the livestream for a demonstration of how to read this table.



In the future, we will use a more advanced version of this table to calculate the position of every 

single note on the guitar fretboard - it's easier than you might think! That being said, it's worth 

starting with only a couple of notes and expanding from here, rather than trying to learn 

everything at once.



Using only these five notes, we can already play certain pieces! Follow the livestream to watch 

tonebase instructor Mircea Gogoncea decipher these notes one by one. Can you recognize the 

very famous piece that begins this way?

Unfortunately, although the note system we learned in "Basic Music Theory" above is very neat and 

easy to remember, things in music are never quite so simple.



As you might have noticed from the table in the previous section, certain notes are only one fret 

away from their neighbors (like E and F, on the first string), while others are two frets away (like F 

and G, which leave an empty space in between).



The reason for this is that the notes we have been learning are not equally spread out from each 

other. Some are separated from their neighbors by so-called half steps and others by whole 

steps.



A whole step (or tone) is exactly as big as two half steps (or semitones).



On the guitar, each fret represents a half step. Therefore, to move one whole step from any given 

note, you will have to go two frets away.
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Half Steps and Whole Steps



Why there are half steps and whole steps and why they are in their specific positions is very far 

outside the scope of this course. For now, let's just accept this is how things are in tonal music, 

and this is generally what makes such music sound pleasant to our ears.



There are only two groups of notes separated by half steps: E-F and B-C. Since the cycle repeats 

itself ad infinitum, this is always true for any E-F and B-C in any octave.



All other notes are separated by whole steps (or two frets on the guitar): C-D, D-E, F-G, G-A, and 

A-B.



This means that the "circle" and "infinite line" models we learned at the beginning of this session 

look, in reality, more like this:

See how there is something between most notes, but not in between E-F and B-C?



This is what we are going to learn about in this next section. Incidentally, it's also why the piano 

keyboard has that iconic look, with alternating groups of 2 and 3 black keys between white keys.
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Having learned all this about half steps and whole steps, the question remains: what lies between 

those notes separated from their neighbors by whole steps?



The answer is that those gaps are filled by "altered versions" of the notes around them. These 

alterations can cause notes to sound either one semitone higher or lower than the originals.



In order to understand this, there are three symbols you will need to learn: sharps, flats, and 

naturals.



A sharp (♯) placed before a note will make it sound one semitone higher.



A flat (♭) placed before a note will make it sound one semitone lower.



A natural (♮) will cancel out the effect of an existing sharp or flat alteration (more on this later).

Accidentals

Let's look at an example. If we take a look at the original fretboard table from a few sections 

before, you will see that you can play an F on the first string, first fret of the guitar.



If, however, instead of an F, you would have to play an F sharp, then the correct place to play this 

would be one fret higher: on the first string, second fret. The string stayed the same, but the fret 

did not!
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Now, what would happen if we were to do the opposite? If, instead of going one fret up from F, we 

went one fret down from G?



Well, that would be a G flat; and the same rule would apply. If the original G natural was on the first 

string, third fret, the G flat will be one fret lower: on the first string, second fret.

You might have noticed already that we landed in the same position required for the F sharp. This 

is absolutely correct!



In temperate music, F sharp and G flat are the same note!



Here are all the notes we can write without ledger lines, but including accidentals. The top row 

shows sharps while the bottom row shows flats. The two rows, however, sound identical.
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One last thing to keep in mind on the topic of accidentals: sometimes, a piece can have certain 

"preset" accidentals that stay valid throughout the entire work.



These are called key signatures, and they should always be shown at the beginning of each staff.



Here are two examples of key signatures: A major and C minor.

A major has three sharps (F, C, and G) while C minor has three flats (B, E, and A).



In the A major example, every time you encounter an F, C, or G in any octave, it automatically 

becomes converted into an F sharp, C sharp or G sharp, respectively.



In the C minor example, every time you encounter a B, E or A in any octave, it automatically 

becomes converted into a B flat, E flat, or A flat respectively.



In this example, the correct accidentals are written in brackets above the notes, for didactic 

purposes. This helpful indication will not normally be present in most scores.



Key signatures represent one of main reasons why naturals (♮) are important: if a key signature 

tells you that a G should be played as a G sharp (like in the A major example above), but a 

particular G has a natural sign in front of it, you will know to play it as a regular G ("G natural").
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Key Signatures



The natural therefore serves as a means to cancel an existing sharp or flat.

Sometimes, you will need to play multiple notes at a time. When you play more than one note, you 

are often dealing with a chord.



Chords are written by simply placing notes on top of each other. All the notes that look like they 

sit on top of each other are supposed to be played at the same time.



We will discuss chords in more detail later.



In this example, the first measure (the notes up until the vertical staff line) are open strings on the 

guitar, which are supposed to be played one by one.



The second measure however contains exactly the same notes, but this time, they are supposed 

to be played at the same time.



Compare the two measures and check that they contain the same notes!

Chords
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To help you with your assignments, here are two reference tables containing all the notes you can 

find in the first three frets of the guitar.



The first table is a "clean" version that shows no accidentals.



The second one shows all the sharps you can find in these frets. For this table, feel free to add in 

the flats yourself (drawing the noteheads and penciling in the names) - this will actually be one of 

your assignments for next week!

Reference Tables
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Questions

Use the questions below to check your understanding of the material from this session. Use the 

dedicated forum thread to post further questions or discuss topics from this workshop. Mircea 

will post the answers on the forum a couple of days after the individual live stream takes place. 



1. What does a flat do?


2. How many frets are in a whole tone?


3. Within the same octave, which is higher: F sharp or E?


4. What song was that in exercise 1e?
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Assignments

Exercises 1a through 1g can be found on the following two pages. 



Post your assignments in the Week 1 Thread! This will enable you to get feedback, making sure you 

got everything right. It will also enable you to ask your own questions, about either the 

assignments or, more broadly, about the topics discussed in the Week 1 Livestream. 



If you've used paper to write the note names in, either take a quick photo of your assignment 

pages or scan them. If you've used a tablet, take a couple of screenshots.



For exercise 1e, post a recording of yourself playing the song!



Since we haven't talked about guitar technique at all, there is no right or wrong way to do it. As 

long as you make the correct notes sound in the correct order, it doesn't matter how quiet or loud 

or good or bad they sound!



I encourage everyone who watched the livestream to also complete the assignments!



Learning about reading music is one thing, but actually becoming fluent in music reading can only 

be accomplished through practice. The more you practice, the better you'll get! 

https://www.notion.so/1-Pitch-9cd95d0cb8424072a1e79d25be5264fa
https://app.tonebase.co/guitar/live/player/academy-reading-course-1
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Mircea Gogoncea is a Romanian-German classical guitarist based in Los Angeles. He has performed in over 350 

concerts on 5 continents. In 2018, these included recitals in Cuba, Nigeria, India, Germany, the UK, the USA, Spain, 

France, Luxembourg and Romania. Having been awarded a total of 167 prizes, he is also considered one of the 

guitarists with the highest number of awards in the world. Among the most prestigious of these are the 1st prize 

at the 2018 Havana International Guitar Competition in Cuba, 1st prize at the Julián Arcas Guitar Competition in 

Almería, Spain, 1st prize at the GFA Youth Solo Competition in Los Angeles and the Audience Prize at the F. 

Tárrega Competition in Benicassim, Spain.



In April 2018, he organized and taught the first-ever guitar masterclass and workshop in Lagos, Nigeria. 

Fundraising for this charity project consisted in a 7-concert tour of India and one performance in Germany, 

where, together with his chamber music partners, he raised triple their project’s target amount. His trip to India 

and Nigeria was turned into a documentary that can be seen on YouTube. 



He is currently a Teacher’s Assistant for classical guitar at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles 

and a doctoral student under Grammy award-winner Scott Tennant. He graduated with maximum marks and 

honors from the “Konzertexamen” excellence program at the Robert Schumann Hochschule Düsseldorf under 

Joaquín Clerch, as well as the “Advanced Diploma” program of the Royal Academy of Music in London. 

Previously, he had completed two master’s degrees simultaneously in Düsseldorf and London. During his studies 

in London, he was awarded the inaugural David Russell Prize in 2014.



About Your Instructor: Mircea Gogoncea

A C A D E M Y

http://www.mirceagogoncea.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ks8ItxzoPcY
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register now at tonebase.co

https://app.tonebase.co/guitar/dashboard



